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Forget that the Ford GT's price makes it virtually unobtainable and just appreciate its dramatic
design and incredible performance. This car has a racing historyâ€”it won its class at the 24
Hours of LeMansâ€”that shows it belongs alongside the world's most desirable supercars.
Sure, the GT's twin-turbo V-6 is less exotic than the 8-, , , and cylinder engines that power some
of its rivals, but the mighty EcoBoost under its rear deck generates horses and loads of torque.
Feeding the rear wheels through a lightning-fast dual-clutch automatic, this combination
provides near-terrifying acceleration. While the GT is best experienced on a racetrack where it
can showcase its awesome capability, it's also almost as easy to drive in the daily grind as a
Ford Mustang. Of course, the supercar will get a lot more attention than the pony car. The GT
receives only aesthetic updates, which include a new graphics package with customizable
colors, according to a tweet by Ford. While it's possible that the company makes other updates
to the latest model year, it did specify that the GT will still make horsepower. Although that
means most of us could never afford to own this exotic Ford, it's still fun to dream and fiddle
with the configurator on the consumer site. We like the Frozen White exterior color paired with
the Lightning Blue stripes that run over the top of the car. We'd also opt for the glossy
carbon-fiber lower finish and inch wheels for an added dose of raciness. A set of blue brake
calipers completes the look. Inside, we're drawn to the Light Speed interior trim, which covers
the cabin with a mix of black leather and blue microsuede surfaces. Unlike the supercharged
V-8 in the previous-generation GT, the new car is equipped with a twin-turbocharged 3. Pumping
out horsepower and lb-ft of torque, the V-6 is mated to a seven-speed dual-clutch automatic
transmission. While the last version we tested had a few less horses, it still posted
supercar-worthy acceleration times. Piloting the GT is surprisingly easy, and the big car feels
light and agile from behind the wheel. Despite its performance potential, the ride isn't as
punishing as you might imagine; the suspension rides just short of choppy over minor bumps,
but it'll still transmit some harsh impacts through to the cabin. Preserving fossil fuels is the
lowest priority when it comes to hypercars. However, the Ford GT is one of the most efficient
examples. The EPA estimates the model will earn 12 mpg city and 18 highway. Then again, the
Ford has six fewer cylinders than the Lambo and 10 fewer than the Bugatti. Since we haven't
tested any of these high-dollar machines on our mph highway fuel-economy route, which isn't
part of our extensive testing regimen , we can't evaluate their real-world mpg. The interior is
similarly arresting but for a different reason: It's extremely minimalistic and driver-focused, with
almost every control relegated to the race-car-inspired steering wheel. Getting inside is a
challenge, but once you're there, you'll notice the driver's seat doesn't adjust. Instead, Ford
engineered the pedals and steering wheel to adjust to the driver's position in the fixed seat. The
gauge cluster looks as if it were taken directly out of the Ford GT race car, and another digital
display is inset into the suede-wrapped dashboard and controls the infotainment functions.
With the priority focused on driving, the GT doesn't offer the litany of infotainment and
connectivity features that most modern cars do. Still, it has a 6. The Ford GT is a low-volume,
ultra-high-performance model, so it's not crash-tested by either agency that conducts these
evaluations. Likewise, it lacks any of the driver-assistance technology that is traditionally
cooked into most modern consumer cars. Despite its exclusivity and lofty price tag, the GT
does have a familiar warranty. However, Ford doesn't cap the mileage on its limited and
powertrain coverage during their three-year periods. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp rpm
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Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Ford. The new Ford GT was
meant to be a Mustang , you know. At least, that was the plan. What the GT appreciates is being
driven properly: trailing the brakes into a corner, getting back on the power at the apex, doing
what race drivers are meant to do to it Matt Prior Editor-at-large. And, oh my: grandma, what a
small frontal area you have. That old chestnut. With the GT Totally in keeping with the rules, of
course, and designed and made by very lovely people and everything. Yet it still wins. Of
course, it would. Would a pure road GT car be given a carbonfibre dashboard that is a structural
component and also channels ventilation air through it? Would it get fixed seats with pedals
that move instead, via a fabric pull strap? Would it be given a rear wing that not only moves up
and down but also has a movable lower edge so that, in some positions, it makes lots of
downforce but, in others, reduces drag? Actually, do: there are two springs at each corner, a
coil spring and a torsion bar. That this two-height suspension system that uses both springs in
normal mode. But if you put it into Track mode, the coil spring is compressed and locked out
hydraulically, but dropping the car 50mm to a 70mm ride height, whereupon the spring rate
doubles. Too unrefined for a conventional road car, no doubt, but mega nonetheless. The
engine is audible and the stiff passenger cell acts as an echo chamber for road noise â€” so far,
so racing car â€” but the ride is just astonishingly comfortable. Which is odd, because it should.
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GT is quick, new, and attention-getting, and we will be testing it soon to tell you just how quick.
Youtuber Speed Phenom posted a video today claiming that his GT is the first customer car on
a drag strip. He blasted through the quarter-mile in From the video, we can tell that this was
probably the first time the Speed Phenom has driven on a drag strip, because he has the drag
strip's staff there to answer his questions and concerns. He asks his copilot at one point: "Did I
let off too early, do you think? The Shelby GT is powered by a supercharged 5. Ford has
claimed a zero-tomph time of 3. To achieve his fastest time, which took what seems like an
entire day, Speed Phenom had near perfect conditions. He had the launch control system
maxed out to rpm at launch, used the GT's line-lock feature, had the rear tires set at 24 psi the
drag-strip staff is shown explaining to him how this works , and he had a well-prepared surface.
At least he admits that he is the biggest amateur we could imagine. We'll be testing one soon
and will report back with our times with the most powerful production Ford to date. New Cars.
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Phenom. A guy, apparently a teenager, calling himself Speed Phenom just posted a video on
YouTube showing his "world record" quarter-mile run in his Ford Mustang Shelby GT After a full
day of runs, he posted a time of Ford claims a 3. The Shelby GT is powered by a hp
supercharged 5. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same
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find anything more American than a convertible Ford Mustang with a rumbling V8 under the
hood, and there has never been a better time than now to own one. The GT Convertible offers
athletic performance, high levels of comfort and head-turning looks at a reasonable price perfect for the wild at heart who yearn for the open road. It is available exclusively with a 5.
Competition comes in the form of the Chevrolet Camaro Convertible , which is slightly cheaper
and more powerful. The Mustang Convertible is the easiest to live with in its class and offers an
impressive selection of optional packages. Sadly, some interior pieces feel cheap and don't do
justice to the image the GT Convertible is trying to project. There aren't a lot of changes for the
model year: all Mustangs now get the FordPass Connect smartphone app, which allows the
owner or driver of the car to remotely start the engine, lock the car, check fuel levels and even
schedule an engine start. There are four new exterior paint options, too, and they all sound
pretty cool: Grabber Lime, Twister Orange, Iconic Silver, and Red Hot Metallic now adds some
spice to the existing palette. The Mustang GT Convertible carries over its styling from and
features ten exterior paint options, inch alloy wheels, and a raised decklid spoiler. LED
headlights, fog lamps, turn lamps and taillights light the way, and features such as a capless
fuel filler and side mirrors with integrated blind-spot monitoring add to the Mustang's practical
appeal. Most notably, a fully-lined cloth top with center latch and electro-mechanical motor
rounds out the convertible character of the GT. The Mustang Convertible is The convertible is
the tallest Mustang in the range, with a total height of It is also the heaviest of the bunch with a
curb weight of 4, lbs when selected with the manual transmission, rising to 4, lbs for the auto.

The 5. That's enough power for most, and as with any big American V8, low to mid-range torque
is available in bucketloads, making everyday driving a pleasurable experience, whether cruising
in town or merging onto the highway. It will also destroy most rice rockets off the line, too, with
a claimed mph time in the mid four seconds. The engine is mated to a standard six-speed
manual with rev-matching functionality, but a speed automatic with Ford's SelectShift
technology is available as an optional extra. You would expect the convertible version of any
car to handle slightly worse due to it having a less rigid structure and more weight, but the
differences between the fixed top and Convertible are almost imperceptible. The Mustang GT
Convertible feels planted and offers a direct and well-weighted steering feel that boosts
confidence when pushing on in a corner. At the limit, the GT Convertible will slip into a
progressive and wholly controllable slide, which is entertaining to control with slight throttle
inputs. Ford has struck a good balance between suspension compliance and performance,
something that's getting harder to find these days, and makes the GT drop-top a pleasure to live
with on a day to day basis. The EPA hasn't published figures for the six-speed manual, and
neither has Ford, but we don't expect them to differ vastly as in Fastback guise the manual
yields a single mile per gallon less than the auto. These figures make the GT Convertible one of
the thirstiest cars in the Mustang range; only the Shelby cars are heavier drinkers, and it would
make sense, considering the fact that the GT Convertible has to haul around a considerable
amount of extra weight. With a gallon fuel tank, the Mustang GT Convertible should manage a
run of miles. Officially branded as a four-seat convertible, you'll struggle to fit larger adults in
the back; even regular-sized adults will find the back of the Mustang GT Convertible to be a tight
squeeze. Legroom in the front is a respectable In the back, passengers only get The trunk of the
Mustang GT Convertible isn't completely useless, but a narrow entrance and relatively tall
liftover will hamper loading larger items. Despite that, the trunk is quite deep, even with the top
down, and manages to claw out That's enough room to fit two beach chairs and an umbrella, or
a suitcase and two carry-on bags. Compared to the Camaro's minuscule 7. Small-item storage is
limited to a moderately-sized passenger-side glovebox, narrow door pockets, a slim center
console, and two cupholders up front. Inside, you get heated and cooled seats with six-way
power-adjustability on the driver's side, four-way adjustable passenger seat, and four-way
adjustable front head restraints - all wrapped in leather. Dual-zone climate control is also
standard. The list continues with some impressive inclusions such as an auto-dimming
rearview mirror, a leather steering wheel, a rearview camera, and a universal garage door
opener - all courtesy of the GT Convertible being solely available in Premium guise. Two
smart-charging USB ports are also included, as is a reverse sensing system, a soft door
rollover, keyless entry, and optional extras such as lane keep assist, and adaptive cruise
control. Ford's Sync 3 infotainment system does duty in the Mustang GT. The Sync 3's voice
controls are intuitive and work most of the time, and when it can't recognize what you're saying,
it will give clear prompts - which helps when you're a first time user. Overall, the system works
well and offers a lot of add-on features such as the Amazon Alexa assistant app for improved
navigation, traffic updates, and the like. A inch LCD display can be optioned on as well. No
recalls have been issued for the Mustang GT Convertible, although a recall for the Mustang
range affected some convertible models, pertaining to a failure on the instrument cluster. We do
expect the IIHS ratings from - which were Good in all three categories tested - to carry over. The
Mustang GT Convertible has auto high-beam headlamps fitted as standard and offers only a
reverse sensing system and rearview camera off the factory floor. Adaptive cruise control,
pre-collision assist, lane-keep assist, and automatic emergency braking need to be added
separately. Six airbags are standard: dual front, front side, and driver and front passenger knee
airbags. The Mustang is better than ever, especially in GT form, where it offers excellent value
for money in terms of standard features and outright performance. Small tech updates and new
exterior paint options mean you get even more customization, not to mention the excellent
range of optional packages that can turn the GT Convertible into a seriously capable rag-top
track car. The standard V8 engine delivers an impressive hp and mountains of torque, which is
more than enough power in and out of town, but you'll need a light foot to avoid visiting the gas
station every second day. The Chevrolet Camaro is one of the Mustang GT's biggest rivals, and
at a lower starting price offers strong performance and even gets a few standard tech features
not to be found on the Mustang GT Convertible - it still can't match the Ford's overall
practicality and ease of ownership. There's only one model on offer from Ford in the GT
Convertible range, dubbed the Premium, but it can be customized in a number of ways thanks
to an impressive list of optional extras. The standard inch wheels should be upped to a set of
19's, but don't go any bigger if you care for ride quality. The Camaro and Mustang enjoy a
rivalry older than most of the people reading this comparison, and it's a rivalry that is more
fierce than ever. The Camaro is powered by a significantly larger V8 engine measuring 6. This

translates into a power reading of hp and lb-ft of torque which is sent to the rear wheels via a
six-speed manual or ten-speed automatic transmission - the latter being the same as the one
found in the Mustang. This also plays out in terms of fuel economy, with the Camaro hosting the
thirstier engine fo the two. Size-wise there's not all that much difference between the two,
although the Chevy uses a Besides a few tech features, the Mustang offers a better standard
features list. All in all, both offer excellent performance for a reasonable asking price, but it's
the Mustang that's easier to live with on a daily basis. In the year , there should be no reason to
feel bad about owning a convertible Mustang; they perform just as well as their tin-capped
siblings, and despite a slight gain in weight, offer similar gas mileage figures and zero to sixty
times. There's no getting around the fact that the standard GT is the more practical car thanks
to its If pushed to the limit by a professional driver, the coupe will be the better performing car
around a track, but those slight differences will be imperceptible on the road. You can also add
the GT performance package to the Convertible, as a testament to the fact that modern rag-tops
are just as capable in the bends. The choice here simply comes down to preference, although
the Fastback will save you money on the initial purchase price. Pros and Cons Powerful V8
engine Comfortable ride It's more practical than you think Fun to drive without being overly
harsh The optional performance package is brilliant Sounds like a Mustang should. Some
interior build quality issues Tight back seat Long doors can become a hassle in tight spots.
Mustang GT Convertible Exterior The Mustang GT Convertible carries over its styling from and
features ten exterior paint options, inch alloy wheels, and a raised decklid spoiler. Dimensions
The Mustang Convertible is Length Wheelbase Height Max Width Front Width Rear Width
Mustang GT Convertible Performance. Engine and Transmission The 5. Handling and Driving
Impressions You would expect the convertible version of any car to handle slightly worse due
to it having a less rigid structure and more weight, but the differences between the fixed top and
Convertible are almost imperceptible. Fuel Tank Capacity. Fuel Economy. Mustang GT
Convertible Interior. Seating and Interior Space Officially branded as a four-seat convertible,
you'll struggle to fit larger adults in the back; even regular-sized adults will find the back of the
Mustang GT Convertible to be a tight squeeze. Seating capacity. Front Leg Room Front Head
Room Rear Leg Room Rear Head Room Trunk Volume. Features Inside, you get heated and
cooled seats with six-way power-adjustability on the driver's side, four-way adjustable
passenger seat, and four-way adjustable front head restraints - all wrapped in leather. Mustang
GT Convertible Problems and Reliability No recalls have been issued for the Mustang GT
Convertible, although a recall for the Mustang range affected some convertible models,
pertaining to a failure on the instrument cluster. Check out other Ford Mustang Styles. Muscle
Cars. Ford is offering some massive discounts for the popular pony car throughout February.
Now Buzzing. Industry News. Mustang GT Convertible. Change Year: New. Ford Convertibles.
Ford Sports Cars. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. GT Premium
Convertible. Rear-Wheel Drive. Chevrolet Camaro Convertible. Ford Mustang GT Coupe. This
page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how
we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free
for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we
promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog.
Update: Ford GT becomes first street-legal car to hit mph in standing mile Watch it tear down an
airstrip. Zac Palmer. Share 0 Comments. Update: The owners of the Texas Mile just posted a
new video of the event on their YouTube page that we included above. They've also given us
additional details of how the event went down for M2K Motorsports and the record run. M2K
Motorsports completed a total of four runs at the event, and the last one was the mph
record-breaker. The team had issues in their first two runs related to clutch failures. First it was
the clutch slave cylinder that broke on the team's initial run to They replaced that part only to
have the clutch spin the next time down the runway, which only resulted in a top speed of One
new clutch and slave cylinder later, and the team hit Two more pounds of boost were added,
and that resulted in the A street-legal car has officially broken the mph barrier in the standing
mile. There isn't a whole lot of street left in this Ford GT , but now it can be said that they beat
Hennessey , Bugatti and Koenigsegg to the feat. This exact Ford GT held the previous
standing-mile record at Even with the car's approximately 2, horsepower, it's still legal to take
on the streets. We say approximately, because M2K Motorsports is unable to provide an exact
horsepower rating due to dyno limitations. It's still using the 5. These turbochargers produce a
walloping 45 psi of boost, and the engine itself runs on methanol. So yeah, it's pretty bonkers.
You can see the car hit the triple century mark in the video up above on its last run of the day at
Victoria Regional Airport. It sounds as wicked as you might expect a 2,horsepower V8 engine to
sound, and needs a parachute to effectively stop from the high speeds. Funnily enough, the
Ford GT still uses a six-speed manual transmission to reach those speeds. For some context,
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